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Piano notes labeled songs

This Mary Had A Little Lamb Easy Piano Music always goes down nicely with young beginners in their first piano lessons. It's so nice to play a melody that everyone knows. Easy to learn and fun to play! The two excellent incentives to get the little ones off to a good start when starting the piano. Even if you don't read music it's easy to pick up that tune. Just
use the fingers of the right hand 1, 2 and 3 in E, D and C medium. So its simple repetitive pattern of only 3 notes is perfect for the little ones to comprehend. If you are completely new to the piano check out my other piano lesson posts that introduce the basics of piano for beginners. Have you tried our first ebook of piano lessons? Our best-selling eBook is
the perfect introduction to the piano for your little one. See product A xylephone or bell bars are a great way to start. Sing the song and tone it on the xyphone or bell bars first, as it helps the child understand where the notes move up and down. If not, go straight to the piano and work through the next steps together to introduce the child to notes and rhythm
before trying to play it. To print Mary Had some easy piano music lamb, click here or picture above. How to play Mary had some easy lamb piano music 1. Sing the song together while you play the notes. 2. If you have a xyphone, let the child play the melody below as you point to the notes in the correct order. Physical movement helps them understand how
notes actually step up and down. 3. Use the printable score, play the next little game together. Ask the child to track with their finger the path of the notes by sliding up or down without removing the finger from the paper. As they move they say up, down accordingly. Warn them to watch out where the 'hop' notes between 'lamb' and 'it's' from E to C. Make it
sound vocally funny with exaggerated ups, downs and a big fuss about hops! 4. Explain that there are four beats in a bar or measure and count 4 beats together before starting each time. Help the child to place their fingers (in a curved shape) on the correct notes. Talk them through each sentence in the line of the song by pointing to the notes as they try to
play them. Depending on the age of the child may need different levels of help and attempts to manage this. 5. Once the child has mastered playing the melody on their own, there is a simple accompaniment of the teacher that sounds lovely when played as a small duet. This gives a lot of pleasure to budding pianists! For the simplest score for kids and free
printable music education resources, check out my Pinterest board below. Follow Sara @ Let's play the music table first piano lessons on Pinterest. To live, group lessons visit: Jump to the piano it's never too early (or late) to start learning the piano! If you have an illustrious grand piano or a funky techno beat electronic keyboard, you can teach your child
several simple simple ones melodies in a fun and encouraging way. Introducing your child to the basics of music can help them in many different ways. Studies have shown that there is a substantial correlation between music and language skills. It turns out that learning new scales, chords and songs is a lot like learning new words, phrases and stories. This
makes your training years a perfect time to start learning music! If you'd like your child to be the next Mozart or are just looking for a way to build their cognitive skills, these keyboard songs for beginners are a great place to start. As they get older, they'll both be glad they got the basics of music at a young age, as this may be the beginning of a lifetime of
musical enjoyment! Get the basics Down Some parents are reluctant to teach their kids basic music skills because they don't know where to start. The good news is that you don't need to be a professional player to teach your child easy keyboard songs like the ones below. In fact, you don't need any musical experience to get started – you can even learn
alongside your child! First, you will need to learn the location of the notes on the piano. Start by finding C – it's the white key directly to the left of the two-key black group. Using only the white keys, the notes continue in alphabetical order up to G, and then restarted in A. You can label notes C, D, E, F, G, A and B with stickers to make it easier for your child.
The easiest piano song notes will fall on the white keys, so there's no need to worry about tagging sharp ones and floors just yet. Once you've found where those seven notes are, you and your kids can start learning songs!5 Easy Piano Songs with LettersMary Had a Little LambThis is often one of the first keyboard songs for kids that instructors will teach
new students. The song has additional verses about the adventures Mary and her lamb have, to keep the fun going while you sing and play together. Check out the verses and notes below. Mary had some lamb E D C D E Small Lamb, small lamb D E G G Mary had some lamb E D C D E Her fleece was white as snow E D E D CHere an excellent video
tutorial, showing all the notes tagged:[cta_split_test id=BST-Piano-Shortcode]Twinkle Twinkle, Little StarAny beginner will love playing this children's classic on piano. One of the great things about this song is that almost all notes are played twice in a row, which means there are fewer notes for your child to locate. Twinkle, twinkle, small star C C G G A A G
How I wonder what you are F E E D C Above the world as high G G F F E E D Like A Diamond in Heaven G G F F E E D Twinkle, Twinkle, Small C G G A A G As I wonder what F E E D D CHere is a useful video tutorial from Mahalo.com for more practice:If You're Happy and You Know ItThis is one of the funniest keyboard songs for beginners. The melody
gives your little musician a chance to applaud and dance while The only difficult part of this song is the inclusion of flat B. This note is the small black key directly located between keys A and B. If you are using a toy piano or xyrophone, you may not tase this key and you can leave it out. If you are happy and you know it, applaud your hands C C F G If you are
happy and you know it, applaud your hands C C G A If you are happy and you know it A Bb D D Then your face will surely show it Bb Bb A A G F If you are happy and you know it , clapping your hands A G G G F E E E D E FHere is another useful tutorial: The Itsy Bitsy SpiderChildren love singing this song and it's pretty simple to play, too. A funny idea is for
you to cough up the song while your child makes the moves, then change roles. The bitsy itsy spider climbed into the spout water G C E D C Down came the rain and washed the spider E E F G G E E Out sunrise and dried up all the rain C C D E D D C And the bite spider climbed the spout again G G C C E D C D C CHere is a super slow tutorial that is easy
to follow along with : Old MacDonald Had a FarmThis is another classic children's song that your son or daughter will love to play over and over again so they can sing about each animal on the farm. Old MacDonald had a farm G G G D E E D E-i-e-i-o B A G I on this farm had a cow D G E-i-i-o B A G With a moo moo here and a moo moo there D G Here a
moo , there was a moo G G Everywhere a moo G Old MacDonald had a farm G G G D E D E-i-e-i-o B A A GHere's a tutorial for this easy piano song : These keyboard songs for beginners will help your child learn the basics of music and have fun while doing it. Learning to play the piano is a rewarding journey at any age, so if your child likes to play these
songs, consider signing it up for private piano lessons. This is a great way to improve your technique for years to come! Do you and your child have another favorite tune that you like to play together? Let us know in the comments below! Photo by Eduardo Merille You can't have too much piano music for beginners! Teachers, complement your piano method:
With FREE children's scores, easy to intermediate piano songs. Traditional and classic. Ladders, chords, and exercises, guides and reference sheets to explain the keyboard, guitar tabs, music staff, and more! Important music sheets for the first week to a month: Choose one of these handy designs, in three different styles. Black NotesLittle songs all in black
keys using only fingers 2, 3, and 4. Some old, some new, and all easy for beginners! Check out the long page of black key songs... 5-finger ladders for the configuration of the posture of the beginner's hand. Starting at position C, and climbing to the next position of the white keys. scales are the most important startup technique my students learn. With note
names inside note heads, and finger With the first set, students catch up quickly! Ladders for the left hand, too. Worms - only printable notes! It is not yet true to read notes, but following UP or DOWN. This little exercise is just looking at the musical staff as a ladder. One slow note at a time, notes are dragged up or down - or keep the same. Now you will
know if your students are understanding the movement of notes on the staff. The easy sheets and songs above are what I send home with my students in classes 1 - 4.Some, like the simple scales and chords shown above, greatly improve students' memories of what we've spent in classes, because they're VISUALs. They also help parents, who cannot be
musicians. Others, such as the paper keyboard, become a permanent reference as we add a new key every week until even the black key names are memorized. Additional beginner sheets and music crickets Go jumping... is really just a re-named version of Snakes Go for a Walk. You will find these two sheets on this page. When students thoroughly get
worms and snakes, it's time to graduate to this page, which is almost the same, except for amazing hops! Fuzzy WuzzyThese graphic shows a helper notes version of Fuzzy Wuzzy. (Another layout without written notes is also found on this page.) Only 5 keys are used in this song about the hairless bear. God is good lyric and musicSo out this song has
skipped, it's easy, short, and sweet. Especially with AlphaNotes! But there are other arrangements on this page. Greensleeves Not the melody, but the accompaniment of easily broken chords. You may think this is too difficult for your young students. Trust me, once they can touch a 5-ticket ladder and make a deal, they'll be able to play broken chords. And
they are not reading the notes, but following the chord symbols above the musical notes. The first beautiful piano music for my students. It will inspire them. Indian Dance High Energy with a non-stop melody, this is a song that your beginners will be surprised to hear themselves play! A key-only version and an AlphaNotes version are also available on this
site... This song looks a lot harder than it is. Jingle Bells scoresBeginners do well with family songs! They'll enjoy it, even if Christmas is far away. What is shown here has written notes, but there are several versions on this page. Kum Ba YahAn old melody with simple appeals to God.This is a song familiar to many. Louie Louie scores for pianoOkay – so this
isn't a beginner's version! But I have a LETTERED-NOTE version, very easy to read, on the same page. This song is really just the top 3 chords in the C key, set to louie Louie's rhythm. A super fun to understand chords I, IV and V. Mary Had in Little LambUse this well-known song as the basis for left hand chord technique, and also learn to transpose simple
melodies. Various arrangements; some with finger numbers and chord symbols, and some without. Ode to JoyThe famous Beethoven song, several versions! Children Children to play a song that has a familiar melody. Get it with or without AlphaNotes; with or without left hand chords. Sharks, the Jaws Sharks theme song during piano music is a shoo-in for
the Jaws theme song; at least, children think so in my study! A very ominous theme, at the key to the bass. Introduce your students early to the sound of minor snakes going for a WalkJust like snakes, but with hidden jumps. These are fun to try to spot! I also have a new version of this exercise – the same notes – called Crickets Go Hopping! It is also on this
page. Jump to a page showing all the pieces and the previous exercise Although these pieces are real songs, real music, they are also note reading worksheets in a fun way! Go here to view piano music with lyrics page, Note name spreadsheets! A list of songs on the written notes page: All the Pretty Little Horses Amazing GraceArabian DanceAsh Grove
Grove 5th SymphonyBingoBlow, Ye Winds in the Morning Go here to see piano music with lyrics page, Note-Naming Worksheets! Cat Returned lyrics and chordsCome Ye Sinners, Poor and NeedyDeck the Halls With Boughs of HollyEgyptian Dance helper versionThe Erie Canal SongThe Erie Canal Song helper version The First NoelFirst Noel with some
lettered notesFound a PeanutFür Elise, by BeethovenFür Elise original versionFuzzy WuzzyFuzzy Wuzzy helper version Go here to see the piano music letters with page, Note-Naming Worksheets Go Tell Aunt RhodyGod is Good Lyrics and MusicGod is so good with a left partGod Rest You Merry GentlemenGod Rest You Merry Gentlemen helper
versionGreensleeves (What Child is This)Greensleeves chords and melody with just a few help notesHaidaHap AniversaripyHappy birthday with chordsHark Like the Bells (Carol of the Bells)Hark How the Bells Elementary - 3 pagesHave You Seen the Ghost of JohnHungarian Dance #5 Go Here to see piano music with lyrics page, Note-Naming Worksheets!
I'm an Indian pirate Indian dance helperIrish WeddingIrish Wedding HelperIrish Wedding longerJingle BellsJolly Old Saint Nicholas helper versionKum Ba YahKum Ba Yah help version Go here to see piano music with lyrics page, Note-Naming Worksheets! Lake Pirates helper versionLavender's Blue, with cinderella song lyricsLavender's Blue helper
versionLouie Louie piano score Mary Had in Little LambMary Had a Little Lamb alphanotes helperMinkaMonsters EverywhereMorning Has Broken Go here to see piano music with lyrics page, Note-Naming Worksheets! Or Christmas Tree (O Tannenbaum)O Holy NightOde a JoyOld Joe ClarkPachelbel Canon in DPachelbel Canon in D, longer versionPizza
PleaseSharks, the theme music Jaws inSharks costumes, with dynamic marks! Silent NightSlumber My Darling (for singers)Spanish LadiesStar from County DownStar Help County Down Go Here to see piano music with lyrics page, Note-Naming Worksheets! Take me to the ballTarantelle The B-I-B-L-EThis Old ManToccata by Johann Sebastian Sebastian
IntroductionToccata, very shortTwinkle Twinkle Little StarTwinkle Twinkle Little Star help version Go here to see piano music with lyrics page, Note-Naming Worksheets! Up on the Housetop the Reindeer Pause, a Christmas SongWabash CannonballWabash Cannonball melody, helperWabash Cannonball SecondoWaltzing MatildaWaltzing Matilda with help
notesWe Wish You at Merry ChristmasWhat Child is This, notes with lyrics and help notesWhat you do with a drunk - or GRUMPY - SailorWhat Wondrous LoveWhite, Orange &amp; Orange Green (for singers)Wiegenlied, Mozart's Cradle SongYo Ho Ho Go here to see piano music with lyrics, Note name spreadsheets! Mainly, this music on this page is made
from Middle C songs with melodies shared between hands. Many will be familiar to their students. These are the same songs (along with many more) found in my book Songs Old &amp;&amp; New.Additionally Songs, there are some pieces that make use of left hand chords or very simple accompaniments. Most medium C melodies have chord suggestions
or illustrative graphics for an entrepreneurial companion to devise their own backup. Some have also written secondo parts, for easy duet playback. Some of the songs duplicate songs for beginners and also music with notes with lyrics, but that's because they tend to make songs with multiple levels of difficulty for my students. Go here to see the score The
first year! All the Pretty Little HorsesAmazing GraceArabian Dance (from The Nutcracker)Ash Grove, a popular Welsh songAway in a Manger Bach Minuet in GBack and ForthBe Thou My VisionB-I-B-L-EBingoBlow Ye WindBurleske Go Here to see the score The First Year! Canon in D (in the key to C)Cat Came BackCome Ye Sinners, Poor and
NeedyCowboy's Lament (I'm Going to Leave Old Texas) Days of dinosaursDipping DonutsEensy Weensy Spider Fairies at GardenFarther OnFound in PeanutFor the Beauty of the EarthFuneral March (Chopin)Fur Elise Go here to see the First Year full music! Go Tell Aunt RhodyGo Tell It On the MountainGoober PeasGreensleeves Melody Duet Happy
BirthdayHungarian Dance If I Give to You My HeartI'm a PirateIn the Hall of the Mountain King Go Here to see the score The First Year! Jingle BellsJolly Old Saint NicholasKum Ba Yah Lake PiratesLavender's Blue, with the lyrics to CinderellaLittle's song Man Who Wasn't ThereLoch Lomond, an old Scottish song MinkaThe MoldauMorning Has BrokenO
Holy NightOld Joe ClarkOn Top of Old Smoky Go here to see the First Year score! Pat-a-PanRain, Rain, Go AwayRed River Valley Scarborough FairShalom ChaverimSonatina in C by Clementi, easySnake CharmerSpanish LadiesSpanish LadyStar of the County DownStreets of LaredoSwan Lake Go here to see the First Year scores! Take Me Out to the
BallgameTarantelle, the song SpiderThe B-I-B-L-E Wabash MatildaThe Water is WideWe Wish You a Merry ChristmasWhat Child is ThisWhat Do You Do With a Drunken SailorWolken Yankee Yankee Rose of TexasYo Ho Go here to see the score The first year! These are piano pieces involving both hands, or adding chord symbols for a makeup left hand.
Most pieces fit within a 5-finger position. The parts of the left hand are quite slow, or repetitive. Check out these piano music downloads for your young students moving from Music First to Levels 1 and 2. resolutions. Go here to see the score After Year One! Blow, Ye Winds in the MorningBohemian LullabyCan-CanCanoe SongCat Came BackCowboy Song
Desert SoundsEensy Weensy Spider Erie Canal Esther: For Such Time as This - both original and easy piano editionsFuneral MarchFur Elise easy Go Aunt RhodyGod is so good to go here to see After Year One score! As doth the little Hungarian crocodile danceirish wedding, easy. Kum Ba YaLake PiratesLavender's BlueThe Lily Maid Little Man Who
Wasn't There Louie Louie Go here to see After Year One score! Medieval Bells The MoldauO SusannahOde to JoyOld Joe ClarkPachelbel Canon (in C)Pachelbel Canon in D Rain, Rain, Go AwaySakura Snake CharmerStreets of Laredo Go Here to See After Year One scores! Tarantelle, the song SpiderThe B-I-B-L-E Toccata in Dm by J.S. BachTwinkle
Twinkle Little StarWhat Do You Do With a Drunken SailorWinds in the WillowYo Ho Ho Go here to see After Year One score! Easy free piano music for your students who are beyond level one. Now students are starting to use mobile deals on their left hand, which require more hand coordination. In addition, the range of notes is greater than in the first year
and after the year. Some, like Harp Ballad, are more appropriate in Year 3 or 4, but for older students, like students starting out as beginners in their teenage years, they can reach that level very quickly, with a strong understanding of chords. Go here to see the score After Year Two! America (My Country 'Tis of Thee)America the BeautifulAngel in the
SkyBach Minuet in GBach Prelude in CBingoBrian Boru's MarchBurlesque, by Leopold Mozart Go Here to see the score After Year Two! Cat Came Back - with an active part of his left hand, this is a challenge for older studentsCome Ye Sinners - one of the old gospel anthemsCowboy's Lament - (I'm Going to Leave Old Texas)Egyptian DanceErie
CanalEsther: For Such Time as This - both original editions and EASY PIANO Funny March - The Fear of Chopin Halloween Music! Pell Elise original (part 1) - this is the famous part of Beethoven's PieceGerman Dance. Full of built-in scale passages! God is so GoodGoober Peas - a funny American South Go song here to see the score After Year Two!
Happy Birthday – various arrangements, from very easy to very full sound Ballad Deharp – a beautiful piece that will stimulate your student to new skills! Hava Nagilah - Hebrew folk songHouse of the Rising Sun - with exciting left hand chordsHow to doth the Little Crocodile - a spooky song with lyrics from Alice in Wonderland Dance - - #5, a duet version Go



Here to see the score After Year Two! Irish Wedding - this is the most advanced arrangement of this popular piece that even my beginners playKookaburra - A good arrangement for singing in the classroom. Lake Pirates - modeled after Hobbit's soundtrack, Hobbit 3! Largo, from the New World Symphony - A famous and beautiful theme. Lavender's Blue -
the lyrics to Cinderella's song! Louie Louie – a set of chords used as an exercise, which sounds like real music. Go here to see the score After Year Two! Minka - Five different arrangements of this frantic little melody. Morning Has Broken - the song famous for Cat StevensMy Country 'Tis of Thee (America) - originally from England, known as God Save Our
Noble KingO Susanna - find various levels of difficulty for this melody in addition to guitar music as well as Canon in D longer - I have several different arrangements of this piece. Rain, rain, go - a duet and a couple of solos are on this pageRed River Valley - Several different arrangements, for cowboy-loving students in their midst. Go here to see the score
After Year Two! Sakura - Very nice, a Japanese song about cherry blossoms. Streets of Laredo - Three different arrangements of this old cowboy song. Swan Lake - There are three arrangements of Tchaikovsky's ballet theme on this pageTwinkle Twinkle Little Star - a good song to transpose into different keysWaltzing Matilda - a famous, very beautiful
Australian song What we'll do with a drunk sailor - an energetic song! Yellow Rose of Texas - an old song about a beautiful lady in TexasYo Ho Ho - a song about life at seaZum Gali Gali - a small-scale Hebrew song Go Here to see the score After Year Two! Leaving more predictable patterns behind makes left hand chords more complicated. Good reading
skills definitely required! These pieces stretch the skills of pianists. More technique is required, with the use of chord investments, thicker textures in melodies, and stretched hand positions. Also, the ticket reading moves far outside the two octaves around Middle C. Go here to see the Score Year Three and After! Ae Fond Kiss, vocal score and piano music -
A tender love song, saying goodbye. Cat Came Back lyrics and music - easy versions and tougher arrangements; mix the bottom descending line of a single note with triad chords. Colorado Trail song - this is a cowboy song! It is very short, but very nice. De Boself - a simplified arrangement of T. Van Oesten's original piece; risky and charming. Emma, a
tribute to the film Jane Austen Emma - This is very beautiful, and parents love it. Esther: For such a time – both original and easy piano editions Chopin's Fun March – A famous and ominous melody. Gaelic melody - Traditional Celtic, very nice Go here to see Year Three and Then score! Goober Peas - a funny, very canable song from the Southern Civil
War. Harp ballad - an important piece in my studio, to start with big left hand Agreements. It's very nice too! House of the Rising Sun - Various arrangements of this famous Waltz piece by Keegan - Another very nice piece. This has a singable melody and flowing left hand chords. Lavender's Blue – An easy singing melody, this piano arrangement makes the
melody sound elegant. Go here to see the Score Year Three and After! Loch Lomond - This is the beautiful traditional Scottish song. Louie Louie – This sheet is showing the arrangement with INVESTMENTS agreement, which require SKILL. Minka - A song from Russia, or possibly Ukraine. Various arrangements here. The Minstrel Boy - From Ireland, this is
a patriotic moving song. The Moldau (Short) - a famous and stirring theme of a symphonic work The Moldau (Long) - a two-page, more complete arrangementO Susannah - a vigorous arrangement with energetic chordsOnce I Had a Sweetheart - a vocal/piano arrangement of a beautiful folk tuneThe Princess Bride - a gorgeous arrangement of the theme of
the film Go Here to see Year Three and then score! Red River ValleySakuraShe moved through the FairSleepsongSpanish Ladies, voice/pianoWhat do you do with free Irish full music drunken SailorWhite, Orange and Green - One of my favorite songs of all time. A patriotic song about a young woman who bravely confronts an enemy soldier. Go here to see
the Score Year Three and After! There are all the skill levels of songs represented on this very long (and growing!) page, and most pieces have multiple versions, and not just for piano, but guitar and vocals! Also, see the Black Notes Songs page and note name spreadsheet page for additional and very easy versions of some of these popular songs. Go here
to see the Christmas score for piano! All You That in This House - This unusual christmas carol is offered as a lead sheet in several keys, with a single chord, and with an intermediate piano arrangementAngels We Have Heard On High - Four different versionsArabian Dance or Arab Dance - intermediate level, from The Nutcracker Suite. Very evocative, very
hypnotic. Arabian Dance - easy arrangement for the first or second yearAway in a manger - an easy but beautiful arrangement To carry a torch - a funny and bouncy energy characterizes this sweet French carol.Carol bells - a very simple approach to Carol of the Bells, aka Hark How the Bells in my studioChrist Child's Lullaby - there are no lyrics to this lovely
lullaby, but a melody Go here to see the Christmas score for piano! Christ was born on Christmas Day - This little christmas carol can scoot to the right side, with fixed chords of his left hand. Pretty easy. Coventry Carol – a minor code song that tells a sad story about a Bible prophecy. Very nice, and the Halls – the sounds of this fun carol immediately call
Christmas to mind! Ding Dong Merrily On High - a beautiful carol with energy that is fun to play and sing Between le boeuf - a beautiful minor French carol, with a new English translation. The first Noel - - different arrangements, and different keys offered. The Friendly Beasts - arrangements for guitar, piano and lead sheets too. Gaudete – especially for the
singers, the title of this very old Latin anthem means Happy!. Go here to see the Christmas score for piano! Go Tell It On the Mountain - several versions of this vigorous melody, including an easy and short version of this well-known Christmas song on the black keys. God Rest You Merry Gentlemen -these arrangements sound full without having to be
continually changing the chords of the left hand. Greensleeves (What Child is This) - as soon as your young students can play broken chords, they'll be able to play this beautiful part of accompanimentGreensleeves solo - a sonic but simple solo version of the tune GreensleevesHark How the Bells (Ukraine's Bell Carol) - an easy three-page, very satisfying
arrangement of Carol of the Bells (Ukraine Bell Carol) that sounds much harder than it is - a big one Hark the Herald Angels Sing - for piano and guitar, with a sheet of lyrics also Go Here to see the Christmas score for piano! He is born (Il est ne) - various arrangements of this beautiful French carolHolly and Ivy - various levels of difficulty for this older English
carol with a captivating Jingle Bells energy - several very easy arrangements by Jingle Bells, and a very complete arrangement that will challenge his first intermediate studentsJolly Old Saint Nicholas - this beginner version of the song has a secondo duet part , and also a version with letters in some of the notes. Lo, I Bring You Tidings - a new Christmas
carol focused on the angel's words to Mary, and her response. Masters In This Hall - an old England song with uncoated lyrics, about how God has helped humanity. It has an exciting and amazing melody. O Come, O Come, Emmanuel - with arrangements for piano and guitar. The piano version is a recital-worthy arrangement, and can be performed with a
vocalist. Or Holy Night – a number of different arrangements from this beautiful song Go Here to see the Christmas score for piano! Pat-a-Pan - a child's song, very energetic, in a minor key. Beautiful and exciting. Silent night - perhaps everyone's favorite Christmas carol We Noel - this is a beautiful and unknown Christmas carol. Up On the Housetop - a funny
song about listening to Santa and his reindeer on the roofWassail Song - Wassail, wassail all over the city - a cheerful Christmas carol Who Three Kings - a mysterious song with intriguing lyricsWe Wish You at Merry Christmas - such a fun song to sing and play! Wexford Carol - one of the most beautiful Christmas songs his pupils have ever heard The Boy is
This (Greensleeves) - several versions of this beloved CarolQuan Christ was born - only instrumental, a flowing melody and compelling harmony. Go here to see the score Christmas for piano! From new average C-ticket readers to kids who have been playing for years, there's something about it for each student! A little classical music, lots of new music.
Please click on the Halloween music link to be brought there! Please click on the Halloween music link to be brought there! Queen Esther in the Bible, For a while like ThisA 57-page vocal/piano song that tells the whole story of the Book of Esther! Never before has there been music for purim, a song by Esther as well! With drama and poetry... Now with
original editions and EASY PIANO. Then watch a video of the first three pages: America the BeautifulSeveral versions of this page, including lead sheets. DoxologyA very old and short anthem, offered here in many keys. For the beauty of TerraSeveral different arrangements. A very nice non-confessional kind of anthem... with general letters that few people
could oppose. Just one song - but two versions: One in which the groundhog is male, and one in which the little perverse terrabaguer is feminine! The Groundhog One or more of your students may think groundhog day is worth celebrating with music... Some of these songs have sweet lyrics, and at least one is just silly (Chocolate Romance). Chocolate
Romance Truffles, loves me. Orange, he loves me no! If I Give to You My Heart A sweet song about the promise of never separating. but very nice, unlike so many children's songs! In the film Lily James Cinderella just a few years ago, Cinderella is found by the prince when she hears her sing this song from the high attic where she is imprisoned by her
stepmother. Wooden Chorus This is a popular German melody, famous in the United States by Elvis Presley. Because their lyrics are copyrighted, I have supplied alternative letters (and you can also sing German). Try these intros and extracts – they are a non-threatening way to approach these pieces. These are different from the rest of the classical piano
music on this site, as they are short presentations, or excerpts from longer works. These are the pieces you'll find on this new (and growing) page: Allegro Burlesco, by KuhlauCan-Can of Offenbach, the fun middle section with descending octaves. Canon, by Pachelbel, the introduction with investments of broken agreements. Canon, the melodic section and
fast moving beyond the piece. Go here to see the short pieces of the classical piano score! Egyptian Dance by Saint-SaensEtude in C, by Stephen HellerFur Elise, the initial section German Dance, by Beethoven, transposed into CGolden Wedding, by La Cinquantaine Anar here to see the short pieces of the classical piano score! The Moldau, by
SmetanaMoonlight Sonata, a six-measure introduction, with each note - but in cm. Beethoven.Prelude in Cm, J.S. Bach, the first eight measuresSonatina Op. 36, No. 3, Clementi. This is a happy sound piece, with a long staircase and lots of broken chords squeezed into eight first measures. Symphony 6 Theme, Beethoven. It is not a piece for piano, but a
melody so cheerful that every musician they know that. Go here to see the short pieces of the classical piano score! Lead Sheets for All Instruments View All Free Lead Sheets in Music-for-Music-Teachers! Most of these sheets are sharp-key, in multiple keys, and many of them also have guitar tabs. Some songs appear with bass key. All these songs have
lyrics and symbols agreeing on staff – very useful for groups! Lead sheets are not listed here; please click on the link above to go there. Just left hand or just right hand - click here students with one hand do better with music written with them in mind. How to start looking for more music for your one-handed student here... Please click on the link above.
&amp;; Duets Ensembles for Piano &amp;& amp; Keyboard - click here Piano duet &amp;; ensemble sheet music for students of all levels; classic, popular melodies, Christmas duets, and some original music! Please click on the link above. Piano duet score for students of all levels; classical and popular melodies, Christmas duets and original music. Please
click on the link above! Hymns, hymns and patriotic songs - click here These songs are part of the living blood of a nation and a people. Here are easy enough arrangements for your young students, and some lovely and great enough for church or other public meetings. Click the link above to go to the page. Broadway Music – click here A full list of the most
beloved musicals of all time! What are the right ones for your initial singers? What songs should you keep in mind? Yes, of course. there are definitely some of these! Piano Teaching Tools - Click Here These pages include: paper prints of piano keyboards, scales and chords (both major and minor), quick cards large and small, exercises like Hanon &amp;
&amp; Aloys Schmitt, staff role of all sizes, theory exercises, ideas for reading notes and also rote learning, my favorite book selections, and more. You will also find voice and guitar help on this page. Please click on the link above. Every child, and each situation is unique every child, each situation is unique ... some children will happily play week after week
from their piano method books, enjoying every page turn with their new challenge, while others find the books boring and dig into their heels as they try to drag them through their lesson book. Some beginners move quickly, while others need months and months to digest the small handful of notes around Middle C.Some kids have heard classical piano music
from the moment they were born; with others, all they know is video game music. So how to choose instruction for them? So how do you choose beginner piano music? Well, all kids love to play what's familiar to them. You'll have to stretch them, broaden your tastes, but you still have to satisfy your desire to play what sounds to them like music (the reason
you were excited to play the piano in the first place!) or risk losing them as students. I will never forget an account of the late John Holt (writer and writer home schooling advocate, and cello teacher-if-lover) in his book, Never Too Late: My Musical Life Story, about meeting another adult cello student. Give them more than just ladders... Like him, she was a
beginner, and they were comparing notes (no pun intended). Holt was thoroughly enjoying the growing number of real cello pieces he could play, even though he knew his skills were modest. But the poor cellist woman was confined to stairs by her teacher, week after week. At the end of each lesson this man would say something like, I think he's almost
ready for a real piece... But no, we better continue with the stairs. Yikes! Can you imagine? I don't think many of us would do it to our students, but the story is a useful reminder that LOVE, a sense of wonder, and emotion are what attract children to music, and teachers shouldn't forget that. Yes, they need the basic base. And more... Stairs? Yes. Exercises?
Yes. Reading tickets? Of course. But with beginner piano music, always at least one fun piece, a piece that gives the child something to look forward to in the moment of practice. Keep looking until you find a piece you enjoy, and you're likely to work on it happily until it's perfect. So where do you find that perfect piece? It's so easy to make the wrong choice
for a demanding student! And there's the annoying little voice in the back of your mind remembering that copying is definitely not legal... But the score is so expensive! If only there were sources of free children's scores, piano music for beginners! Music, moreover, with suggestions for teachers, stories and advice. Well, there are now. My site, and other sites
too. I have a large and growing collection of beginner piano music, and what I offer here has been tested and found worth keeping! Much of this is only complementary to the beginner piano music method books I use, but a lot of it is music that I consider essential for my students, to establish a practical basis for understanding music theory. Add a little spice
to your students' musical diet without breaking the bench - almost all the beginner piano music you'll find here is free and easily printable, with no strings attached. Also, you don't have to guess what's there before hitting the Download link – you can look at my free score before downloading it to your computer! Free Christmas sheet music We Three Kings –
Now 6 Arrangements! From very easy to intermediate, there is a suitable arrangement for your student here! Read more Wassail, Wassail All Over the Town, now with an EASY and fun duet arrangement for early beginners! This is a care unf heard and irresistible song for the Iuletide! Read more free Christmas songs: of the halls, with a new lead sheet easy
to read! For piano, guitar and lead instruments. Children enjoy this energetic Christmas carol! Read more lyrics from Thanksgiving songs and scores by Over the River &amp;&amp; Through the Woods, an old-fashioned song children will love to play and Easy solos and duets. Read more Piano Party! I decided it was time for my students to get together for
some low stress performances, some cookies, punch and company! Children need fun! Read more Thanksgiving song for school, church, or your own pleasure! Now with a new EASY version for piano, 2 new arrangements for piano, plus voice and other instruments. Read more Hark the Herald Angels Sing – an easy Middle C piano arrangement, fairly
elemental and intermediate versions, and a guitar tab arrangement too! Read more classic scores for piano - Fun, one page introduction! Check out the latest addition: Burgmuller's Arabesque, with its easy-to-scale melody! Read more Toreador: Piano scores of this famous opera music! These energy arrangements are easier than they sound. Reading more
old songs and new songs is a simple and easy way to start your beginner piano students – from piano keyboard sheets and ladders and chords, to 265+ music pages! Read more Old Songs and NewTot Songs the freshman stuff I give my beginner students. Keyboard sheets for piano, scales, chords, note reading exercises, and more than 256 pages of
music! Queen Esther in the BibleThese beautiful songbook for piano and voice Esther, For Such a Time as This, available as a digital download, tells the story of the time when Jews from ancient Persia confronted an enemy named Haman, and how a brave young queen risked her life to save her people. A good choice for a singing story teller, an operatic
group, a short theatre production, or a kids class! This book is also available from Amazon as a paperback. Only the Black KeyBookThese book is available as a digital download from this site. Visit this page to see some free examples of the book. It is also available from Amazon as a rustic! This is the perfect easy start for small pianists. And when they start
reading white key notes about staff, this is a fun easy resource to say every week, Choose a new black-key song at home this week and find out to show me the next lesson! They'll spend more time at the piano. The adventures of TonstaA perfect read aloud storybook for young boys or girls. The adventures of Tonsta highlight the travels of a very young boy
with a good heart, who will help people in trouble. Wearing a red cap on his head and a sack of tools pulled over his shoulder, Tonsta seems to meet people in distress wherever he goes. Lots of trolls in this book – including one that gives you a Christmas present! Available on Amazon Kay, USA:... I wanted to let you know that I love using your first score for
beginners with alpha notes. I have 10 beginners who start piano this fall, and your materials are great, especially Christmas pieces, to bridge that time from just starting to read a few notes and be able to play more complicated rhythms. Your site has helped my study a lot. Thanks for sharing!!!! Merry Christmas! Miggy, UK: I just found your website and I think
I've died and gone to heaven. I just took it the piano again after 35 years of absence ... Buying scores was becoming more expensive / a luxury. The tips are great too. I also live in the middle of nowhere, so shopping in a store isn't really an option unless I fancy a 120-mile round trip for a score piece! April:Thank you very much for all the information and
materials! Your site is very complete and well organized! I am a piano teacher in New Orleans, Los Angeles and in the process of bringing together my own resume and recordings. You have inspired me to make my materials available to everyone online! Kristen: Hi Dana, I just wanted to send you a short note and say thank you for the AMAZING resources.
I've been teaching piano for about 10 years, and I wish I had found your website before. I've been especially using their songs for my young beginners who are coming into 1st grade. Thanks again! Note that all comments are moderated, and will not appear until I have approved them. IN ADDITION, IF YOU ASK FOR MUSIC THAT IS NOT IN THE PUBLIC
DOMAIN, YOUR REQUEST IS NOT IN THE PUBLIC DOMAIN. REQUEST WILL BE IGNORED. This is almost any music written in the last 75 years... What other visitors have said click below to see contributions from other visitors to this page... Hi Jolly I'm looking for the words and music to the song Hello Jolly about a camel driver who worked for the U.S.
Calvary. I don't know, Katie. Suggest... I need help reading Dana notes: I am placing a link to a pdf book here that talks about reading basic notes. (I've tried putting this link before; hopefully it will work... Once I was a pretty good pianist... Not classified yetHi, I took lessons and played the piano from 2nd grade to 12th grade. I wasn't an amazing pianist, but
played at the usual level for so many years. I am... First unrated piano lesson yetWhat are the most important things to include in a student's first piano lesson ? Where should I start? What should I teach first ? Also, can you maybe... My student wants unrated fast intermediate parts yetHello, Does anyone have suggestions for quick parts for a student? I
would say she's an advanced beginner. She can play a harder version of Fur... O come O come Emmanuel Not rated yetAs a long-time piano teacher, I'm always happy when students ask for pieces that aren't familiar to most but so disturbingly beautiful! I love your site. ... Impressive! Not rated yetI was looking for some Christmas music for my beginner
students and a coworker sent me a link to this page. I can't wait to use some of the music with... Somewhere in time Not ranked can still make the score for beginners for somewhere in time that my daughter can learn to play. Thanks Dana Sorry, Aaron, this music is under ... This is a wonderful unclassified site yetThese is a wonderful place. I am teaching my
younger sister to play the piano and she picked it up in 5 minutes and of course I will donate it will be my request. ... Puedo...? Has Puedo not yet been rated for deciring the exact score that quiero? Dana : Hello, Bego, English please... I'm not good in Spanish. Just what can be found on my site... I'm confused...! Not rated yetI I learned to play the piano and
was very good at it and accepted the challenges ... but it got really hard and I left it and I didn't practice it for a ... Mother of 10 Year Old Boy Piano Player Not Ranked YetI wondered if she had any piano scores for hockey songs? My son will participate in a Music Bridges performance and chose hockey ... Rustic Chapel - You know that? Not ranked yetI I
don't remember the name for sure, it was a piece that probably played in the early 1950s. Older player likes chords and ladders Not classified yet Close so much for the time you put into creating chords and scales, as I am studying on my own the grade two material and needed to know the fingering... Thank you very much! Not ranked yetI used to learn
piano but my teacher went away and found this website better, now I have some music to read and play. I like christmas carols the best ... Absolutely wonderful! Not rated yetI was always interested in playing the piano as a child, but never had a chance to. Now as a mother I wanted to give my son a chance to appreciate... Do you have clarinet scores? Still
not rated If you have clarinet scores? Dana: Hi, Katy, for clarinet scores, the best option is my long list of lead sheets. These are mainly... Easy way to get to know the piano notes. Not rated yetI noticed the first day when I practiced my recorder, it has the exact same notes as on the piano, and in the score the notes look exactly the same. So if... I really love
unclassified piano yetHi ha, I'm 22 years old and I love the piano really. But in my country the piano is really expensive and in those 22 years I only dream about it at night. I hope... The day I learned unclassified piano yetThe day I learned piano was the happiest day of my life. My piano teacher is called Muad Carroll. He's 90, but he's got the hand of a
cheetah. ... Could you offer songs like Grease? Not rated yetOk I found some great songs that I think I'd love, but I've done some of them already. I need some score to play that is fun and optimistic... GREAT WEBSITE! Not yet ranked Great website I'm telling everyone I know who loves the piano!!!!!!!!!!!! Thank you, Kiah! Voice and piano teacher Not
classified yetThese site is FABULOUS. For all the reasons you explain on the site itself – that's exactly what piano teachers need! (I still have to go see the ... Not ranked 17 comments Thank you for your piano music. I love it! I'm not really a teacher except myself. I'm ten years old and I'm trying (and success) to... Teaching for the first time unclassified I'm
still 11 years old (I'm not kidding!) and I'm supposed to teach the 6-year-old brother to play a song on the piano while his two friends are lying to her. His friends are ... Thanks not rated yetTank you for your website. My children and I will enjoy playing the music you have available. Part of your world Rated yet Why don't you have Disney music here? All
children love, say, for example, Part of your Little Mermaid world. So if you want more people... Click here to write your own. Dana ThynesHi, it's Dana! (Say that as Anna.) I own Music-for-Music-Teachers.com, and SingTheBibleStory.com.Com newer place, in some of you, I've been playing the piano since early childhood, and I've added a few other
instruments along the way, plus an interest in organizing and composing music. You can get more information about me and the reason for this website on my about me page.
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